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Abstract: Industrial and technical applications of mobile robots are continuously attaining a great importance under 
the consideration of reliability, accessibility and cost factor. Mobile robots are already widely used for the purpose of 
surveillance, inspection and transportation tasks-a further emerging market with enormous potential and tremendous 
requirement. So it is obvious that a range of fundamental competences should be available for a mobile robot to 
operate it safely in unstructured and uncertain environment.

In this sense, the overview of the paper discusses about the path planning algorithm of the mobile robot in an 
amorphous area. For this designing, A* (A star) algorithm is studied in occupancy grid map (OGM) and voronoi 
diagram. Various measurement factors and constraints are taken into consideration and a comparative analysis is 
proposed here. After that the shortest path mechanism with optimized algorithm is derived as the primary significance.

The above designing idea is developed in LabVIEW environment and its robotics simulator. The main objective of 
this implementation aims towards the flexibility and tractability of LabVIEW in the field of Robotics and Artificial 
Intelligence.

Index Terms: A* (A Star), voronoi, OGM, LabVIEW.

1. INTRODUCTION
In these past few decades the importance of mobile robot in the field of industrial, technical and military 
application has a great impact. For the better performance of automobile robot the most important factor 
is the path planning. In case of path planning we have to decide what is the source or destination, which 
path is the optimal means to find feasible solutions as fast as possible or to find out which path is the 
shortest one between the source and destination. Among all the factors to design a better path planning 
the most important factor is obstacle detection and avoidance. Thus we can call the entire path planning 
as the collision avoidance problem [1]. The necessity of a collision free path is that it will minimize the 
costs such as time, energy and distance [2]. For the accuracy of every path planning the essential key is 
the environment mapping and the localization [3]. The algorithms are used so that the automobile robot 
can able to detect the U-shape obstacles [4].

There are basically two types of path planning. They are Global path planning and Local path planning. 
In case of global path planning the environment and situations are given. We can say that the environment 
is static in case of global path planning. The path for the automobile robot has been decided before the 
programme runs. The global path planning is also known as static path planning. But if the local path 
planning is adjusted synchronously it is known as dynamic path planning [1].

There are different path planning methods for automobile robot in both global path planning and the 
local path planning. They are grid based, road map, cell decomposition and artificial potential field [5]. 
Among these path planning, grid based path planning is the common method for the description of the 
environment. The grid based path planning also known as cell decomposition type path planning [6].
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For a better optimal path planning or reduce path cost shortest finding path algorithms are used; 
such as A* (A star) algorithm [7, 3], Dijkstra algorithm, D* (D star algorithm) [8], Bezier method 
[9].

Among all the path planning for automobile robot Occupancy Grid (OG) and Voronoi mapping are used 
mostly. The occupancy grid algorithm basically uses histogram based approach for the detection of boundary. 
This is a location based representation by considering the obstacle occupied parts [10]. The occupancy grid 
calculation based on the Basyian approach [7, 11]. Voronoi facilities are efficient methods for piece wise 
approximation of the environment. The approximation used in voronoi is Herustic approximation [2]. For 
the detection of the objects for obstacle avoidance many sensors can be used. But mostly ultrasonic sensor, 
laser finder (LIDAR), stereo vision sensor are used. [11]

A* (A star) algorithm is widely used to find the optimal and the shortest path for the path planning of 
the mobile robot. Dijkstra can also be used to calculate the shortest and the optimal path but the problem 
is that Dijkstra iterates through all the nodes and both the efficiency and searching and calculation is poor 
compare to A* algorithm [12].

The rest part of the paper can be formulated as follows. In the section II types of grid method both 
the occupancy grid algorithm and the voronoi diagram mapping and the A* algorithm for the shortest 
and optimal path for the path planning is described. In the section III two of the grid methods designed in 
LabVIEW platform for the shortest path. In the section IV conclusion has been presented.

2. GRID MAPPING AND A* ALGORITHM
The most common method to describe the environment is the grid method. From many grid methods the 
occupancy grid and the voronoi diagram mapping are mostly used. The idea of the grid here is to ruled out 
the discrete environment into one or two dimension and to acquire the environment system modeling of 
the grid as limited area [6]. The grid method is the most common method because the overall cost can be 
minimized by partitioning into balanced subsets [14].

A. Occupancy Grid Mapping
Occupancy grid is first introduced by Elfes and Moravec [13]. Occupancy grid is nothing but a location 
based representation. Occupancy grid looks like a matrix of cells and depending on the sensor reading it 
calculates the probability of each cell. The basic difference between the tracking and the occupancy grid 
is that; occupancy grid not only contains the presence of the objects but also the absence of objects in grid 
cells. Based on the sensor reading the occupancy grid mapping designed such that the entire grid is divided 
into evenly space grid of cells and the probability of each cell is estimated according to the occupancy of 
obstacle [10]. In the mobile robotics a system is allowed by occupancy grid algorithm an internal map of 
the environment can be created so that the noise can be accounted the noise from the sensor reading [7]. 
In another point of view we can say that Occupancy grid subdivided into finite cells and every cell present 
inside the occupancy grid algorithm contains two information; the first one is the location of the cell in the 
environment and the second one is its probability of distribution which reflects a belief about presence of 
the object at that location [11]. Some of the major disadvantages of occupancy grid algorithm is as follows. 
One is the computational intensive in occupancy grid algorithm and another is the trade-off between the 
size and the resolution of the grid [10]. An example of the occupancy grid using LabVIEW is given below 
in Figure 1. In this Figure 1 the black spaced are obstacles and the white one are obstacle free spaces. The 
two red symbols are start and the goal. By using A* algorithm we can find out the shortest path between 
the start and the goal.
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B. Voronoi Diagram Mapping
Mehlhorn and Erwig proposed the graph voronoi diagram [14].The basic definition of a voronoi diagram 
is that it is an important data structure which is used to describe the space relationship and also is an 
appropriate way for extracting topology of space connected domain [6]. The classical voronoi diagram is 
nothing but a distance based decomposition of a metric space relative to a discrete set, the Voronoi sites 
[14]. Both the local path planning and the global path planning can be constructed using voronoi diagram 
mapping. Basically the environment in the voronoi diagram mapping is a skeleton based mapping.

Figure 1: Example of occupancy grid algorithm in LabVIEW platform

Figure 2: Example of vornoi diagram mapping in LabVIEW platform
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An example of voronoi diagram mapping in LabVIEW platform is given in Figure 2. In this above 
figure all the white dots are the obstacles and the red lines are vertices. In the above figure all the obstacles 
are inside a vertex. The two yellow cross signals are start and goal. From these two points means from 
start to goal there are many paths. So to determine the optimal path and the shortest path we have to apply 
the A* algorithm in the voronoi diagram. In case of voronoi diagram every site objects are independent of 
each other [15] as shown in Figure 2.

C. A* (A star) algorithm [3][16]
The A* algorithm is a combination of Dijkstra and Herustic algorithm. It is one of the algorithms vastly 
used to find out the shortest distance between two nodes. The Herustic function is a method of calculating 
distance between the current expanding cell and the goal. The A* start with expanding from the start node 
and all neighbors are placed in a stack mode. The stack cell is ordered according to the low cost value of 
f (x) and including the Heuristic functions h(x). By finding the lowest cost cell it is extracted and expanded. 
The evaluation function used in this algorithm is given by f (x) = g(x) + h(x).

 x = (Xx, Yx) is recent expanding node or cell

 f (x) = Estimated minimum cost of the cells between all the paths and the start node.

 g(x) = Actual cost function from the start node.

 h(x) = Herustic estimation of minimum cost of a path form the current node.

3. LABVIEW SIMULATION AND RESULTS

A. Occupancy Grid Map design using A* algorithm
Occupancy grid map is developed here by using the Intensity graphs, which depends on the preset values to 
modify the graph into black and white regions. The intensity value for white is 1 and for black it is 100. The 
grid in the form of 1 and 100 are given in Figure 3. These black regions mention the occupancy of obstacle 
and white regions represent the absence of object. After the designing of grid map, main objective is to find 
out the optimal and shortest path between starting goal and final goal. For this purpose A* algorithm is 
taken into consideration. And the main advantage of this type of path planning approach is online decision 
making ability to find out the shortest path, if an object comes on the previously calculated optimal path. 
So, it is coming under the category of dynamic path planning system. This path planning system is designed 
and tested in LabVIEW platform by using Robotics tool box, which performs mainly three functions like 
starting position of robot, ending position of the robot and marking of obstacle in currently decided optimal 
path. The simulated system front panel is shown in Figure 4.

B. Voronoi Diagram Map design using A* algorithm
Voronoi diagram map design is developed by using voronoi map in LabVIEW. In this vornoi design in 
LabVIEW platform the obstacles are given as white dots and the vertices are in red colour. The yellow 
cross lines are the start and goal. The green line represents the optimal and the shortest path between the 
start and goal. To find the shortest path algorithm A* algorithm is used. Like the occupancy grid mapping 
this voronoi is also has the capability of decision making to find the shortest path.

This type of voronoi mapping comes under the dynamic path planning. There are 3 position starting 
node, end node and the shortest and no of obstacles to design the graph. The shortest and optimal path in 
LabVIEW platform in Figure 5.
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Figure 3: Grid formation in the form of 1 and 100

Figure 4: LabVIEW simulation for the Occupancy Grid Algorithm using A* algorithm

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In the current paper two types of approach has been made to find out the shortest and the optimal path 
between the start node and the goal using LabVIEW platform. A comparative study has been implemented
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Figure 5: LabVIEW simulation for the Occupancy Grid Algorithm using A* algorithm

between the occupancy grid mapping and the voronoi diagram mapping. In both of the environment to 
find out the optimal and the shortest path between start and goal node A* (A star) algorithm has been 
approached. These two algorithms has been implemented and a successful simulation has been made by 
using LabVIEW by the help of robotic tool kits present in LabVIEW platform. By using robotics starter kit 
1.0 or 2.0 or NI MY RIO tool these two types of algorithm can be implemented in the real world application 
by the help of ultrasonic sensor.
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